Product Overview

Newforma LeanPlanner
Use visual planning software
to realize the promise of lean.
On-time projects start with visible commitments.
Newforma® LeanPlanner production planning software,
powered by LeanKit, shows your team what they have
to do, what work they’re doing, and what they’ve done.
Built for companies using lean methods to improve
reliability and predictability, LeanPlanner slashes
administrative chores while it improves reporting.

Replace high-maintenance sticky notes
and spreadsheets with a digital board.
•• M
 anage virtual sticky notes on a cloud-based card wall.
•• Manage your largest projects without worrying about
physical space limitations.
•• Generate reports without entering data twice.
•• Always have current data without updating spreadsheets.
•• Generate trade-specific plan percentage complete
(PPC) data by simply moving cards.

Facilitate true project team collaboration and
continuous improvement.
•• Give workers the confidence to discuss realistic
timelines and find superb solutions.
•• Automatically track data to analyze successes
and failures.
•• Identify setbacks in order to implement fixes and
protect the schedule.
•• Roll best practices into future projects with in-depth
history, reporting, and project templates.

Tap into essential info any place,
any time with instant updates.
•• Access

cards on your mobile devices.
•• Eliminate trips to the site office to review the
commitments board.
•• Get notified as soon as commitments change.
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Do what’s impossible on paper.
•• M
 ake updates seamless with universal search, filter,
and editing tools.
•• Move data from and to related software, such as
Oracle® Primavera P6.
•• Enrich communications with comment threads,
attachments, and rich text capabilities.
•• Eliminate lost or unauthorized information thanks
to comprehensive audit trails.
•• Capture a project’s complete history.

Add value, remove waste,
respect your people.
Newforma LeanPlanner is intuitive enough to
identify one-off problems, yet intelligent enough to
predict omni-project trends. Use reliable, authorized
project information to anticipate constraints and
capitalize on opportunities before they pass you by.
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